Report of NNF Election 2018 for the Post of NNF President Elect 2018 ( President 2019)
Dear Sir,
The voting process (e-voting and postal ballot) for re-polling for the post of President Elect 2018 &
President 2019 of NNF concluded on 30th July at 5:00 PM. On 31st July the postal ballots were collected
from the Post Office Civil Lines in the presence of both the candidates Dr. Sunil Mehendiratta and Dr.
V.P. Goswami and the same were brought to IMA House for counting. In the presence of Dr. G P Kaushal
& Dr. Kumutha J (Election Officers) and both the candidates, the sealed bag was opened and the polled
ballots and returned ballots were sorted. The polled ballots were 179, returned ballots were 485 and 18
ballots were received beyond the stipulated time. Further the ballots votes were perused and 39 were
found in-valid out of 179 as per the given guidelines. Thus 140 valid ballots were taken up for final
counting of postal ballots.
Out of the 140, 24 voters had casted their vote in favour Dr. Sunil Mehendiratta and 116 in favour of Dr.
V.P. Goswami. This whole process was undertaken in the presence of the candidates.
After this, e-vote counting was initiated and completed by uploading the individual e- keys of the
Election officers, wherein 256 voters had casted their vote in favour Dr. Sunil Mehendiratta and 1000 in
favour of Dr. V.P. Goswami. After sum using votes received from both the medium of postal as well as evoting Dr. V.P. Goswami stands as the winning candidate with a total of 1116 votes as against
280 votes in favour of Dr. Sunil Mehendiratta. This whole process of collection, sorting, totalling of
ballots was conducted in the presence of both the candidates and was video-graphed for the sake of
records.
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